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17 ft Vintage Travel Trailer (Circa 1947) in O Scale (1:48)
This is an O scale model of a 1947 travel trailer that was one of a number of popular breeds that came out after WWII
and were seen well into the 1960’s.
This kit is modeled after the trailer that I grew up camping in all over North America with my parents and siblings.

Supplied Kit Components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 sheets of laser cut and engraved stabilized Resin Impregnated Board (RIB)
2 sheets of laser cut basswood
1 sheet of laser cut clear window glazing
1 strip of adhesive foil tape
1 color graphics sheet
1 LED strip light and wire
3D printed parts on carrier (some parts are very small and may fall off the carrier so take caution not to lose
anything when you open the 3D parts package)

Suggested Tools and Supplies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

X-Acto type knife with fresh blades (#11 style is recommended)
Tweezers
Fine sandpaper (400+ Grit) and/or nail file
Masking tape or clear adhesive tape
Probond, Elmers white glue or Scotch Quick-Dry Adhesive (I like the Scotch adhesive as it dries with little residue
and has a great fine applicator tip)
CA glue for immediate bond of small, hard to place parts
Acrylic or enamel paint

We hope you enjoy making this kit as much as we did providing it to you. If you have any questions, please contact us at
sales@inter-action.ca.
The following instructions and photos will provide the basics for assembling this detailed kit. We have tried to make the
steps as straight forward as possible, but please note that you might want to change the order of assembly to suite your
own technique and modifications that you might make along the way. As usual it is best to familiarize yourself with all
the parts and instructions before you start on this craftsman level kit.

NOTE: If you would like to view these instructions in full colour,
please feel free to download a full colour copy at
www.interactionhobbies.com and click on the link for
"Instructions" near the top of the page.
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As shown, your kit comes with sheets of RIB material
along with basswood and window glazing.
As well, there are some 3D printed parts. These parts are
very delicate so take care when handling them. They are
shipped with the support pins still attached. These are
required as part of the printing process.
Care must be taken to carefully remove the parts from
the carrier with an x-acto blade or small nippers. I
usually chip away at them one support at a time.

Generic photo, actual parts differ.

Start by cleaning out any contaminates and remaining
dust that may be in the cracks of the engraved details in
sign, walls etc.
This is done by using a stiff bristle brush and gently
dusting the nooks and crannies. Don’t be too aggressive
as the material can be brittle and fine detail may be
broken or removed. Avoid touching very fine details like
window muttons etc.

Generic photo, actual parts differ.

I like to paint the parts while still in the carrier. Some
parts may need to be painted on the backside as well.
Some touch up will be required after assembly, but this is
a good start.

Generic photo, actual parts differ.
Generic photo, actual parts differ.

Make sure you consider which side is out or in so you
can color the inside and outside or left/right where
required.

Generic photo, actual parts differ.

Painting the 3D parts are easier while still on the
supports. I stick the parts and carrier on some double
sided tape and to a popsicle stick or scrap piece of
wood.
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Also for a wood type effect on the cupboards, tables etc,
consider using a transparent paint and applying in a
streaking effect. I used acrylic paint mixed with some
Mod Podge to get this affect above.

Generic photo, actual parts differ.

3D printed parts removal with an x-acto blade.
GO SLOW, ONE PIN AT A TIME!
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1-4
1-2
1-1

1-3
Start by gluing the hitch to the chassis 1-1 as shown
above and to the right. Glue one doubler 1-2 to the top
of the chassis and 1-3 to the bottom. Make sure that
the chassis is right side up as shown above and glue the
two small hitch ball doublers 1-4 to the top front of the
hitch.

Your assembly should look like this. Then sand the hitch
ball socket rounding the top edges.

2-2

2-1

Round all the edges of the two bumper doublers. This
will add to the appearance and class of your deco
trailer!

You can either paint the bumper silver or you can use
adhesive backed aluminum foil duct / draft tape to
chrome your bumper. Cut a strip of the foil wide
enough to go around the top and side of the bumper.
Peel the backing and lightly stick down the tape to the
aft face of the bumper. Burnish the tape into the
grooves of the bumper with your finger nail or
toothpick. Then push the tape over the top and bottom
and trim away any excess with a new #11 x-acto blade.

Sand the edges of the bumper that is part of the chassis.
Glue the bumper doubler with the arms to the bottom 21 of the chassis and the other 2-2 to the top of the
bumper.

Cut the flooring paper a bit larger than the trailer floor.
Then glue the paper to the top side of the trailer floor,
making sure to press the glue to the outer edges of the
floor panel.
4-3

4-1

Trim away all the excess around the edges and re-open
the slots and holes through the paper floor. This will
also clean out any excess glue that may have gummed
up the openings.
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4-2

Glue the wheels 4-1 and spare tire doublers to the
basswood blanks 4-1 (two of) & 4-4.
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Sand the sharp corners of the wheel assemblies to give
them a tire appearance.

Run around the inner edged of the tire with an x-acto to
add a chamfer/radius. Sand smooth.
6-4

6-3

6-5

6-6

6-1
6-2

6-1

Paint the tires black, and the hubcaps 6-1 and 6-2 rim
silver. Then glue on the hubcaps to the wheels and the
exposed rim to the spare tire.

Outer walls are painted silver and the inner walls I chose
an olive colur. Glue the inner face of each wall to the
matching outer face, taking care to align the edges.

7-1

Paint and glue the furnace vent in place as shown. This
should be a rusty silver color.

The refrigerator door should have the front top and side
edges sanded to a small radius.

8-10
8-9

8-1
8-7

8-6

Silver

8-5

8-3
8-12
Paint the fridge door 7-2 yellow, pink or powder blue
which was typical of the time. Glue the tiny fridge
handle 8-1 to the door facing upwards. Then glue the
fridge door to the cabinet 8-2 as shown.

Glue the cabinet doubler 8-13 to the cabinet face. Then
glue 8-6 faucet to the countertop 8-5 over the engraved
spot at the sink. Then glue the sink basin bottom 8-10 to
the bottom of the sink wall 8-9. Then glue the sink to the
bottom of the sink opening in the countertop.
Glue the stove burners 8-8 to the stove unit 8-7 then
glue the assembly to the counter top 8-13.
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9-3

9-4

9-1

Glue the two cabinet carcasses 9-1 together. Then glue
the cabinet face.

This step is optional, but a nice detail if you want to add
a stainless checker plate backsplash. I used a scrap of
thin styrene and scribed diagonal squares into it.

Glue the floor to the trailer side. Then glue the cabinet
ends 8-3 and 8-4 to the wall and floor. This should help
square up the wall to the floor as well. Glue in the
wheel (4-1,2).

I wanted to have the lower cabinet door ajar. So I used
a temporary stick to hold the door open while the glue
dried. The other door 8-12 was glued closed.
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Glue the cabinet doors 9-3 and 9-4 to the cabinet. Note
that the door pulls should orient to the bottom of the
cabinet.

Using a bit of the supplied foil tape, cover the panel and
burnish it into the styrene with the back of your finger
nail.

Glue the lower cabinet front to the cabinet ends and
floor. Then glue the cabinet counter top to the top of the
carcass.

Glue bed frame front to the floor and to the wall aft of
the cabinet. Then glue the bed top into the wall slot and
a bead of glue along the top of the bedframe front.
Glue seat frame 12-3 to the front face of the cabinet
flush with the wall. Glue the settee seat 12-4 to the slot
in the wall. Make sure this is parallel to the floor.
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4-1,2

13-1

At this time, make sure to glue in the windows

Glue the remaining trailer side to the floor, ensuring to
get a seam of glue along the bench seat and bed in the
back. Also glue in the wheel by sliding it from the top
down through the opening in the floor. It takes a bit of
fiddling to get the slots and tabs to line up.
14-6

12-3

4-1,2

14-1

14-2

14-5
14-3
14-4

Glue the other settee seat to the side wall and floor.
Then glue the wheel 4-1,2 in place.

Paint and assemble the closet front as shown using the
furnace vent (silver) and the two closet doors.

Glue in the closet walls 14-1 and 14-2 as shown.
Glue in the closet face assembly.
16-2
16-2
16-1
16-3
Glue the table legs and spreader to the bottom of the
table.
Paint the table top. I used a thin strip of foil tape to trim
the edges of the table (got carried away!!).
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17-2
17-1

Sand the corners and edges of the seat cushions to give
the appearance of a padded cushion. Paint as you see
fit with the appropriate gaudy color of the era.

Glue the seat cushion bottom 17-1 and back 17-2 in
place. Do the same for the other side of the settee.

18-1

Take the basswood mattress and sand the edges round.
Cover the mattress with painted paper towel to
represent sheets and blankets.

The pillow is paper towel with glue on one side and then
rolled up and flatted. Cut to size for pillows.
“Lady friend is not included.”

19-1

Glue in the roof spreader 19-1 into the slots in the top
of the side walls.
Solder wire leads onto the supplied LED strip leads
marked + & -. Make sure to use different colored wire
or mark the positive lead.
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Remove the adhesive strip paper on the LED and stick it
to the underside of the roof spreader. Guide the wire
leads though the closet and through the hole in the
floor. You can hook up the LED to any 9-12VDC power
supply.
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13-1
20-1
20-2

Roll the front window frame, clear window and roof
with a pen as above.

Glue the frame and window 13-1 in place on the inside
of the skin doubler.

21-1

Remove the door from the side wall and glue the inner
screen door to the back center of the outer door.
Optional: I actually cut out the screen part of the door
and glued a piece of cloth tea bag (Mighty Leaf Brand)
that I had to the back of the door to simulate real
screen.

Apply a glue seam to the edge of the trailer skin where it
meets the trailer floor/hitch. Line up the skin as shown
and let the glue dry before proceeding.

HO Scale Version Shown

Place a seam of glue along the edge of both trailer walls
to just above the back windows. Roll the skin in place
working your way to the back of the trailer. Hold in
place until dry.

Continue the glue seam down the remainder of the walls
and across the back edge of the floor. Slip the trailer skin
into the slots for the bumper and hold to together until
the glue dries.

23-2

23-1
HO Scale Version Shown
HO Scale Version Shown

Trim any overlap that might have occurred during the
gluing process (use a new blade for this to get the best
edge. Touch up any unpainted edges etc.
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Install the two roof vent parts on top of each other and
glue in the center of the roof.
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24-1

24-2

24-2

24-1

Paint and install the tail lights in the marked areas on
the roof panel.

There are small spines left on the bottom of the
propane bottle from the 3D printing process that was
used to make these bottles. They can be sanded or
scraped off with an x-acto blade.

The optional license plate is now installed under the
driver’s side tail light. I added several coats of gloss
medium over the lights and let it dry to a high gloss to
represent the lens. Glue the spare tire in place.

Paint the propane tank white. The valve assembly is
brass in color. Finally, paint the valve knob silver. Glue
the tank in place as shown below. For added detail, you
could glue a small 0.010 wire in the hole in the valve and
run it underneath of the front of the trailer.

Glue propane
tank here
25-3

25-4
25-4

25-3

Glue the 3 post/crank parts over top of each other with
the one with the crank handle in the middle. Then glue
the post doublers to either side near the top of the
post. Sand the assembly so that the cylinder is round.
Glue into the square hole in the hitch as shown.
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Glue two wheel spring halves together and then glue
them into the slots on the bottom of the trailer floor. Do
the same for the other wheel.
Note that the lighting wires are glued behind the wheel
so they cannot be seen.
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Last thing to do is glue the door onto the side of the
trailer. It should be in an open position, after all the
work you have done on the interior.

That completes the trailer. I hope you have enjoyed this journey and had fun building this highly detailed Inter-Action
Hobbies trailer kit.
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